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We propose a class of lattice models realizable in a wide range of setups whose low-energy dynamics exactly
reduces to Dirac fields subjected to (1+1)-dimensional [(1+1)D] gravitational backgrounds, including (anti-)de
Sitter space-time. Wave packets propagating on the lattice exhibit an eternal slowdown for power-law position-
dependent hopping integrals t (x) ∝ xγ when γ � 1, signaling the formation of black hole event horizons. For
γ < 1 instead the wave packets behave radically different and bounce off the horizon. We show that the eternal
slowdown relates to a zero-energy spectral singularity of the lattice model and that the semiclassical wave packets
trajectories coincide with the geodesics on (1+1)D dilaton gravity, paving the way for new and experimentally
feasible routes to mimic black hole horizons and realize (1+1)D space-times as they appear in certain gravity
theories.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.3.L022022

I. INTRODUCTION

Interesting subjects in physics may emerge from an orig-
inal combination of ideas belonging to seemingly different
areas of research. During the last decade for instance, theoret-
ical methods and concepts from the realm of quantum gravity
have opened up new areas in condensed matter physics. Vice
versa, condensed matter systems can be created that closely
resemble general relativity objects such as black holes [1–6],
providing a playground to investigate certain aspects of black
hole physics in an experimentally accessible setting. In this
context we consider the quantum evolution of wave func-
tions near an event horizon in the simplified situation of
two space-time dimensions, the lowest dimension exhibiting
black holes. The advantage of considering (1+1)D space-time
is that we can make precise connections to wave-function-
dynamics of one-dimensional (1D) quantum lattice systems
with fermions or spins that can in principle be built and
controlled in the laboratory. In particular, we construct 1D
quantum lattice models whose low-energy properties reduce
to the Dirac equation on a (1+1)D black hole background as it
arises in Jackiw-Teitelboim (JT) gravity (see Fig. 1). In (1+1)
space-time dimensions, Einstein gravity is trivial and the JT
theory represents the simplest gravity theory involving an
additional scalar field called a dilaton. Within the condensed
matter community, the JT gravity theory is known due to its
relation to the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model [7–11].
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Here we establish a direct relation between the geometry of
the space-time, particularly its geodesics, and the wave-packet
dynamics in lattice models with hopping amplitudes that are
explicit functions of the spatial coordinate. We explore the
influence of the lattice, or equivalently the breaking of Lorentz
invariance, which is seldom included in analog gravity sce-
narios. The particles in the lattice model being essentially free
allows for a combination of large-scale numerical simulations
and semiclassical analytical approaches, the results of which
we will show to concur. In the low-energy limit, the quantum
dynamics of the lattice models exactly follows that of a Dirac
field subjected to a class of background metrics which ap-
pear as solutions of (1+1)D dilaton gravity. In particular, the
case of linear position dependence of the hopping parameter
mimics (1+1)D anti-de Sitter space where particles exponen-
tially slow down upon approaching a horizon. For general
power-law position dependence t (x) ∝ xγ , the local velocity
vanishes at x → 0 for any positive γ . For 0 < γ < 1 the
wave-packets backscatter from x = 0 and eternal slowdown
takes place for γ > 1. We show that the latter situation with a
slowdown of particles corresponds to the formation of a black
hole horizon and interestingly is always associated with the
presence of zero-energy spectral singularities of the lattice
Hamiltonians. This observation bridges the analog gravity fea-
tures of the condensed matter system to its spectral singularity,
remarkably an effect that went unnoticed in previous analog
gravity studies [12–18].

II. 2D DILATON GRAVITY

JT gravity is the simplest instance of a dilaton gravity
in two dimensions (2D). Any solution of the JT gravity
model with negative cosmological constant locally represents
two-dimensional anti-de Sitter space-time, which can be de-
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the lattice-gravity correspondence. (a) A lat-
tice model with position-dependent hopping which mimics a curved
space-time and can possess event horizons. (b) Schematics of the 2D
black hole anti-de Sitter space-time considered here. The velocity in
space-time diminishes at the vicinity of a static horizon xH . The black
curved line indicates a lightlike geodesic (worldline of free-falling
massless particles) which exponentially approaches the horizons at
τ → ∞. The local light cones attached to the worldlines are also
shown at some points in space-time. Moving from right to left the
light cones always shrink, as dictated by fγ=1(x) = αx in Eq. (2).

scribed by the metric [19]

ds2 = −(α2x2 − 1)dτ 2 + 2αx dx dτ − dx2. (1)

Globally this metric describes a (1+1)D black hole with the
horizon points located at xH± = ±1/α, where the parameter α

is related to the negative cosmological constant as α2 = −�

(for a more detailed analysis of this black hole solution see
[20]). Instead of concentrating only on the JT gravity, we con-
sider a general dilaton theory with the metric of the form (1)
in which the linear function αx is replaced with a power-law
form fγ (x) defined as 1 ± fγ (x) = (1 ± αx)γ . The resulting
metric, supported by the corresponding dilaton field, can be
viewed as a solution of more general (1+1)D dilaton gravity
theories [21]. The massless Dirac equation on this background
takes the form

∂τ� =
(

σ3∂x − fγ σ0∂x − 1

2

dfγ
dx

σ0

)
�, (2)

where � = �(τ, x) is a two-component spinor field, and
σi with i = 0, . . . , 3 denote the identity and Pauli matrices,
respectively. Equation (2) describes two linearly dispersing
branches of fermions with a velocity that varies with the
spatial coordinate via fγ (x). At xH± the velocity of one of the
two branches vanishes as (αx)γ . We will show that for γ � 1
these two points represent an event horizon.

III. LATTICE MODELS WITH EVENT HORIZON

To connect this continuum field theory to condensed matter
realizations, one needs to establish how it relates to the low-
energy effective theory of a lattice Hamiltonian. The natural
choice is to consider lattice models in which the bandwidth
depends on a spatial coordinate. For a continuum description
to be valid, these variations should occur on length scales
much larger than the lattice constant. One can then picture the
neighborhood of any point in space as having constant hop-
ping, and therefore a spectrum consisting of a single cosine
band, where the group velocity at the Fermi wave vector and
at half-filling scales linearly with the bandwidth.

Implementing this concept, we consider the Hamiltonian
Ĥ on a 1D lattice of size N with matrix elements

Hnm = −
( n

N − 1

)γ

δn,m−1 −
( m

N − 1

)γ

δn−1,m, (3)

which represent a coupling between neighboring sites n and
m, where 1 � n � N − 1, see Fig. 1(a). The coupling strength
between a site and its neighbor, also referred to as the hopping
integral, is in the domain (0,1] and depends on the position of
the site as a power law with exponent γ . The general Hamil-
tonian (3) is a particle-hole symmetric tight-binding (TB)
model, which may be realized, for instance, in atomic chains
placed by STM on a surface [22–24], ultracold atomic gasses
in optical lattices [25–27], and photonic crystals [28,29].
Apart from these direct realizations of position-dependent TB
models, one may also consider other 1D settings which are
equivalent to fermionic models on 1D lattices, such as the 1D
XY model for spin-1/2, which maps to a fermionic problem
via a Jordan-Wigner transformation [30].

The case γ = 0 corresponds to a standard nearest-neighbor
TB Hamiltonian with translation symmetry which, in the pres-
ence of periodic boundary conditions, gives rise to a band
structure in reciprocal space. For γ �= 0, translation symmetry
is fundamentally broken and crystal momentum k no longer is
a good quantum number. Nevertheless, as outlined above and
made more precise below, in the limit of large N , one can
coarse grain the full TB chain to smaller regions with locally
constant hopping to which one can ascribe an approximate
local band structure that reads ε(n, k) ≈ −2 (n/N )γ cos k as a
function of position n and crystal momentum k. Accordingly,
at low energies (|E | � 1) which correspond to k ∼ ±π/2,
the Hamiltonian (3) effectively describes a local Dirac disper-
sion with a position-dependent velocity resembling the Dirac
field in JT background discussed above. That way, the local
bandwidth W (n) and local group velocity v(n) ∝ W (n) at the
Fermi level will vary with the spatial coordinate as nγ similar
to the hopping parameters. In this picture for γ > 0, the group
velocity vanishes when n → 0, similarly to the group velocity
of light cones approaching a black hole horizon, when viewed
in asymptotic coordinates. To determine how this intuitive
picture translates into concrete physical phenomena, we cal-
culate the wave-packet dynamics governed by Hamiltonian
(3), and ascertain under which circumstances wave-packet
propagation in the lattice models mimics geodesics in a black
hole space-time with a horizon at n → 0.

L022022-2
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FIG. 2. Time evolution of a Gaussian wave packet in the lattice
model, with γ = 1, n0 = 800, p0 = −π/2, w = 50, and N = 1001.
The wave packet slows down and localizes at the origin of the lattice,
where it disintegrates.

IV. WAVE-PACKET DYNAMICS AND SEMICLASSICAL
TRAJECTORIES

We first consider numerically the dynamics in the lattice
model defined by Eq. (3) of a Gaussian wave packet with
initial position n0 	 1 and initial momentum p0:

ψ (n, τ = 0) = 1
4
√

π
√

w
e− 1

2 ( n−n0
w )2

eip0x. (4)

We first focus on p0 = −π/2 which corresponds to a wave
packet with an energy expectation value of zero. The time evo-
lution of the wave-packet amplitude is represented in Fig. 2 for
γ = 1. The wave packet starts by sharpening while moving
towards the origin of the lattice. As it comes very close to the
origin, it starts forming ripples, which grow larger and larger,
for n/N larger than the position of the maximum. The wave
packet eventually transforms entirely into incoherent ripples
leaking out of the low n region, while the maximum amplitude
of the wave packet remains at the origin. The observed slow-
down and localization of the wave packets towards n/N → 0
indicate the presence of a horizon. This feature emerges in
the low-energy limit and remains intact as long as the width
of the wave packet is large compared to the lattice spacing.
Then, after reaching a point of extreme localization, the wave
packets start to disintegrate and form ripples which can be
understood as a consequence of unitary evolution: two differ-
ent wave packets cannot evolve into a single asymptotic limit,
namely a Dirac delta-function distribution at the origin of the
lattice. Away from p0 = −π/2, i.e., when the wave packet has
a finite energy expectation value, the point of the maximum
amplitude of the wave packet starts propagating away from the
origin well before reaching it. In these cases the wave-packet
width decreases as it approaches the origin and again increases
after being reflected.

We now turn to the influence of the form of the bandwidth’s
position dependence, as controlled by γ , on the dynamics
of wave packets with p0 = −π/2 (Fig. 3). We find that, for

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
x̃

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

τ̃

γ = 1/4
γ = 1/2
γ = 1
γ = 3/2
γ = 2

FIG. 3. Position as a function of time of a Gaussian wave packet
in the lattice model for five values of γ , with x0 = 800, p0 = −π/2,
w = 50, and N = 1001. The solid lines represent numerical calcula-
tions, while the dashed lines represent Eq. (7). For γ < 1, the wave
packet bounces on the origin of the lattice, while for γ � 1, it reaches
the end of the lattice asymptotically.

γ � 1, wave packets slow down and asymptotically reach the
origin of the lattice, which effectively behaves like a horizon
for these wave packets. This asymptotic reaching of the origin
is faster when decreasing γ , up to the point where it reaches
1. For 0 < γ < 1, wave packets reach the origin and then
start propagating away from it, thus effectively bouncing off
the origin. This observation suggests that only for γ � 1, the
lattice model with position-dependent hopping mimics the
geodesics of particles falling into a black hole with horizon
at n = 0, as seen by a stationary distant observer.

To understand the evolution of the wave packet analyti-
cally, we derive their semiclassical trajectories. We define a
continuous function ψ (x) which, at each discrete lattice point,
is equal to a solution of the lattice model ψn. We consider
the Schrödinger equation for one row of the Hamiltonian Ĥ
and assume that ψ (x) is differentiable everywhere such that
ψn±1 can be replaced by its continuum expression ψ (x ± 1) =
e±i p̂ψ (x) in which e±i p̂ generates the finite translations x =
±1. From this one finds the effective Hamiltonian

H̃ = −
(

x̂

N − 1

)γ

eip̂ − e−i p̂

(
x̂

N − 1

)γ

, (5)

which governs the dynamics of the wave function ψ (x, t ).
Using this Hamiltonian, we derive the Heisenberg equations
of motion for the momentum and position operators. We make
a semiclassical approximation by setting the commutator of x̂
and p̂ to zero, which yields the equations

dx̃

d τ̃
= 2 x̃γ sin p,

d p

d τ̃
= 2 γ x̃γ−1 cos p, (6)

in which x̃ = x/(N − 1) and τ̃ = τ/(N − 1). The above set
of equations can be exactly solved in the general case using
the hypergeometric function. Particularly for p0 = −π/2, the
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expectation value of the momentum operator remains constant
in time and the expectation value of the position operator
simplifies to

x̃(t̃ ) =
{

x̃0 e−2τ̃ if γ = 1,∣∣x̃1−γ

0 − 2(1 − γ ) τ̃
∣∣ 1

1−γ otherwise.
(7)

This time evolution of the wave packet in the continuum
agrees well with the exact time evolution using the lattice
Hamiltonian defined in Eq. (3), calculated numerically, as dis-
played in Fig. 3. This is quite striking given the semiclassical
nature of the continuum theory. The analytical trajectory in
Eq. (7), featuring the exponent 1/(1 − γ ), shines light on the
fact that there is a transition at γ = 1, between a regime where
the wave packets localize at the origin of the lattice, which
then behaves as a black hole horizon, and a regime where
the wave packets bounce off the origin of the lattice. The
semiclassical analytical form now enables a direct comparison
with geodesics and thus a relation with gravitational metrics.

V. GRAVITY/LATTICE-MODEL EQUIVALENCE

Going back to the metric introduced in Eq. (1), we con-
sider the lightlike geodesic equation ds2 = 0. Assuming fγ =
±(2xγ − 1), the lightlike geodesics are given by dx/dτ =
fγ ± 1 which are identical to Eq. (6) for p0 = ±π/2, respec-
tively. The trajectories of wave packets in the lattice model
therefore coincide with lightlike geodesics for the particles
in a dilaton gravity background. Wave packets thus behave
similarly in dilaton gravity and in the lattice model as long
as the systems evolve within the bounds of validity of the
semiclassical approach.

From the numerical simulations we see that wave packets
on the lattice completely disintegrate in the long term after
being extremely squeezed close to the horizon. This behavior,
which is absent in the case of a (continuum) quantum field
subjected to a classical gravitational background, originates
from the high energy cutoff that the lattice provides combined
with unitary time evolution. Almost by definition an eternally
slowing down wave packet close to the horizon cannot escape
the discrete nature of the underlying lattice system—short
and long wavelength physics unavoidably couple so that the
continuum description breaks down in finite time.

By comparing to semiclassical trajectories one can further
quantify this breakdown and the wave-packet disintegration.
Defining a Gaussian wave-packet ψG(τ̃ ) with position and
width following Eq. (7) and a constant momentum −π/2,
one can determine the overlap of ψG(τ̃ ) with the time evolved
original wave packet, see Fig. 4. We observe that the overlap
stays almost constant and equal to one up to the point in time
where the wave packet gets very close to the origin and ripples
start developing, at which point the overlap drops rapidly.
The semiclassical description and its solution thus encode all
the physics of the lattice system up to the point where the
wave packet reaches the proximity of the horizon and breaks
down when the wave-packet width is of the order of the lattice
spacing.

0 1 2 3 4
τ̃

0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

|〈ψ
|ψ

G
〉|2

FIG. 4. Overlap of ψG(τ̃ ) and ψ (τ̃ ) as a function of time. It stays
almost constant up to the point where the wave packet reaches the
proximity of the origin of the lattice.

VI. RELATION TO SPECTRAL PROPERTIES

We have shown in the above that γ is a key parameter
which governs a transition between two distinct behaviors
via a critical regime where this approach is exponential for
γ = 1. Strikingly, this transition is concomitant with a pro-
found fingerprint in density of states (DOS), which exhibits a
divergence at zero energy in the limit N → ∞ for γ � 1 as
shown in Fig. 5. A further link between these two transitions
which occur respectively in the behavior of particle dynamics
at the vicinity of origin, and in the spectral properties of the
lattice model, can be elucidated by the localized nature of
eigenfunctions. Indeed, we observe that the states close to
zero energy always localize towards the origin. Therefore for
γ > 1, a very large DOS of the almost zero-energy states all
localized at the horizon, naturally accommodates the wave
packets, whereas for γ < 1, due the lack of a large DOS, the
wave packets bounce off the origin in a finite time after being
very close to it. This also sheds a light on the signification
of −π/2 as a specific initial momentum of the wave packet
which correspond to the zero-energy particles. Away from
E = 0, irrespective of the value of γ , we always have a fi-
nite spectral weight (DOS) and consequently the finite-energy
wave packets always scatter off the origin. This highlights
the role of zero energy, both in terms of wave packet energy
and position in the spectrum, as the limit in which we find

−2 −1 0 1 2

E

0

1

2

D
(E

)/
N

γ = 2

γ = 1

γ = 1/2

γ = 0

FIG. 5. DOS D(E ) of the lattice model for four values of γ .
While the uniform hopping model tn = 1 has van Hove singularities
at the two ends of the band, for γ � 1 a divergent DOS appears at
E = 0.
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an equivalence between the evolution of wave packets in the
lattice models and geodesics in gravitation theories.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In the context of analog gravity models a number of pos-
sible realizations have been proposed in different platforms
such as acoustic and optical settings, cold atoms, and su-
perconducting circuits [31–40] which usually need precise
tuning, and mimic the curved space-time in an approximate
way [14]. Here we rather propose a direct relation between
condensed matter systems and black hole metrics which are
exact space-time solutions of 2D dilaton gravity theories. We
do so by considering one-dimensional lattice models realiz-
able in solid-state, photonic, and cold-atom settings to mimic
the particle dynamics subjected to the two-dimensional grav-
ity and particularly at the vicinity of horizons. Determining
the dynamics of wave packets in lattice models with power-
law position dependence of the couplings xγ , shows that
the packets eternally slow down when γ � 1, whereas they
bounce back for γ < 1. We have also found that the slowdown
of wave packets, which signals the presence of a horizon, is

concomitant with the divergence of the density of states at
zero energy. The semiclassical wave-packet trajectories coin-
ciding with the geodesics on (1+1)D dilaton gravity provides
a concrete and precise connection between the low-energy
physics of the 1D lattice models and quantum fields subjected
to (1+1)D gravity and opens a new perspective for condensed
matter realizations of black holes and horizon physics. In
particular, it paves the way to explore quantum-mechanical
aspects of black holes such as Hawking radiation and Unruh
effect in an experimentally accessible fashion.
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